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Abstract
Many experts

in project

management embrace

the idea of

naintaining good communication among' project team members.
They use phrases like rron a timely basisrr and rtfrequent
reportingrr when describing the importance of communication to
the overall project performance, yet there is little
literature that gives any quantitative explanations to these
qualitative expressions.
This study introduces some
quantitative concepts to optinizing the scheduling of project
meetings by using a system analogous to a project team
executing a project. This system has the ability to repeat
projects under identical conditions and as often as needed to
obtain good statistics. Therefore, strategies for optirnizing
the scheduling of meetings can be tested and compared on this
system. Àfter evaluating these strategies, one can use the
obtained results to better understand the problem of
optirnizing the scheduling of project meetings.
Key !{ords: Scheduling, meetings,

rl-1

distributive problem solving
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l.{omenclature
The followj-ng notations are used in thÍs thesis:

N:

coefficients for the direct cost functíon used. by
the Non-linear Prog'ramming Strategy.
cost factor for the loss of quality in the
integrated sirnulation results.
coefficient used in the Taylor expansion of Lei whích
represents the rate at which the loss of quality in
results is changing with respect to r.
the direct cost, for program i, associated with
scheduling a data transfer r units away from the
current one.
the Desired length of Time until the Next
synchronized data Transfer requested by program i.
the percentage of the total loss of quality in an
integrated simulationts results accounted. for by
program i.
the cost incurred due to loss of quality in the
results provided by program i for scheduling a data
transfer r time units away from the current one.
the cost incurred due to Loss of quality in the
results provided by an integrated simulation for
scheduling a data transfer r units away from the
current one.
the nurnber of data transfers that occurred during an
integrated simulation.
the number of performance indicators used to
determine the Mean Average Percentage Error.
Mean Average Percentage Error.
the number of programs in the integrated simul-ation

NLP:

Non-linear prograrn (rning)

âi,

ß:
cil

DC,(r):

DTNT:

ki:

LQ,(r):

LQ'(r):

m:

M:

MAPE:

package.

V

o:
t|.

data transfer schedule which provided a converged
solution.
data transfer schedul-e evaluated using the MAPE

method.
Õ:

l.

ti:

rc(r):
vr, (H) :

V-"(H):
wi!

wi:

a function used to represent a portion of the MApE
representation of Le,.
the length of time between the current synchronized
data transfer and the next.
the desired length of time until the next
synchronized data transfer requested by program i.
the total cost of scheduling a data transfer r time
units away from the current one.
the value of indicator s at data transfer r if the
length between transfers is H.
the matrix containing the values of the M indicators
recorded at m data transfers.
the weight assigned to program i to reflect its
contribution to the results of the integrated
simulation. It is used by the MEANSTEP Strategy.
total- cost function for proqram i.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

project

texts emphasize the importance of
good communications among: team members. phrases like
rrconnunicating on a tirnely basisrt and. ttf inding out what's
going onrr fMeredith 1985, p 285; Frame L7BT ] stress
qualitatively the need for team members to communicate well
with others, but the cited literature does not refer to any
method for quantifying how often this communication should
occur. In particular, the problem of scheduling meetings for
project team members to exchanqe information i-s real1y only
discussed in the context of how to org'anize and run meetings
but not on when they should be held. With the corporate trend
towards globaI cornpetition and Multí-Organizational
Enterprises IKeIly L9821, holding meetings may involve
gathering project members from several- parts of the world. As
a result, the cost associated with these meetings can consume
a large portion of a project/s budget. Closer examination of
scheduling project meetings may provid.e \^/ays to reduce this
Many

management

cost.

In many cases meeti_ngs are an important part of project
monitoring and control IKerzner 19841, even though they can
L

incur large expenses. Many project managers wilr schedul_e
team meetings to monitor the performance of the project.
using information obtained at these meetings, the project
manager can make informed decisions that wilr keep the project
performance as close as possibl-e to the project plan [Meredith
1985, p 286). Meetings also present opportunities for team
members to gain access to needed information. rf meetings are
never scheduled or are scheduled too far apart, a project can
lose direction and end up over-budget and behind sched.ule,
which can be summarized as poor project performance [Meredith
19851. However, bringing back into focus the possibility of
high costs associated with project meetings, the project
manager can face the problem of determining how often to
schedule these meetings so that cost is minimized.
To illustrate the conflict between the cost associ-ated
with and the necessity of having a project meeting, consider
the foll-owing example:
Example 1.1

An engineering f irrn has been assi-gned the
project of producing a large technical report about
a complex industrial process. A project leader has
been appointed to oversee three other project
members, each of v¿hom is responsible for one vol-ume
2

of the report, and to make sure that a high quality
and consistent document is produced.
Each member works on his or her volume
independently of the others but needs information
from some or all of them in order to maintain
consistency with the other volumes of the report.
Because each member works at a rate best suited to
optimize his or her individual performance, it is
unlikely that everyone will want to meet at the
same time.
Add to this, possible probÌems and
setbacks that each might encounter and it, bêcomes
even more unlikely that they wil_I al1 want to meet
at the same tirne
Meetings are deemed essential- by the project
manager because she believes it is the only

realistic means of assurinq consistency in the
report. If meetings are held too infrequently, a
substantial amount of tine, ergo money, can be lost
rewriting text to regain this consistency.
However, two of the project members work in the
Regina office while the other member and herself
work in Halifax. Consequently, meeting's should be
schedul-ed as infrequently as possible to reduce
travel costs.
The project managier faces the
3

problem of scheduling project meetings frequently

to maintain consistency in the report while
trying to keep costs associated with meeting,s as
enough

low as possible.

I'ihat the pro j ect managrer needs in Example r- . 1 is a
strategy that can be used to determine when to schedule
meetings. rt would be preferable if several strategies were
avaiLable so that the manaqer could choose the one best suited
for her situation. However, it wourd be very difficult to
properly test and compare these strategies on project teams
because this could require complex analysis possibly using
statÍstical methods. one suggestion to avoid this potential
nightmare in initial research woul-d be to use an analogous
system on which strategies could be designed, tested and
compared. The results from this research courd then be used
to help tackl-e the original problem of scheduling project
meetings.

An analog'ous system where developed strategi-es can be
tested and compared without the need of complex analysis is
consj-dered the following example:

Example

t.2

A large research company is responsible for
performing experiments for its customers. part of
this research involves using computer programs to
model (simulate) these experiments.
with
experiments becoming more complex, there is a need
to use many programs in an integrated manner to
perform the necessary analysis. In prototype form,
an i-ntegrated simul-ation package has been developed
to model one such experiment. This package is

of four programs, each one running on its
own computer and linked to the others via a Local
composed

Area Network (LAN) [Tanenbaum 1988].

Three of the programs simulate different
physical components of the experiment over a
specified
tirne
producing data
horizon,
characterizing that componentrs behaviour. To
accomplish this, each program steps through time,
perforrning calculations and updating relevant
results. A program will adjust the size of these
steps in accordance to the changing conditions of
the physical- component it is modelling. A program
will- take large steps r.vhen conditions are fairly
5

stable and small steps when conditions are rapidly
changing. A program stepping through a simul_ation
is similar to a person reading a piece of
literature: when read.ing material which is easy to
understand, one tends to skim over it quite
quickly; when the material is difficult, one tends
to step through it word for word and in some cases
re-reads passages in order to make sense of what is
being said.
To model- the experiment in an integrated
fashion, the three modelling programs exchang.e
intermediary results during the course of a
si-mulation.
fn this prototype, intermediary
results are exchanged only by synchronous data
transfers. Because these programs model different
parts of the experiment, it is quite unlikely that
aLl the programs will want to exchange information
at the same time. It is the job of the controller
to determine when data will be transferred.
At every transfer, each proqram exchanges
intermediary results with the others and informs
the controller of the desired tirne it would like to
next transf er data. Based on these three t j_mes,
the controll-er must determi-ne when to schedul-e the
6

data transfer.
The analogy of Example i..2 relates each program to

a

project team member, the controller prog'ram to the project
manager, the synchronous transfer of data to a meetingi, and
the simulation to a project.
The probrem of scheduling
meetings, r+hich is the concern of the thesis, can be addressed
in the analogous example as the problem of scheduling
synchronous data transfers.
rf one focuses on analyzing the problem of synchronous
data transf ers, devel-.ops and tests strategies on this computer
systern to tackl-e the probrem, one then may be abte to use
these results to help address the original problem of
scheduring project meet'ngs. The benefit of this approach is
that this computer system provides an excerlent test-bed for
repeating simulations (projects) under identical- conditions
and as many times as necessary to produce good statistics.
This creates the potential to do a direct comparison of
strategies without the invoLvement of possibly complex
statistical analysis. rt is recognized at the outset that
this approach will by no means sorve the originar probrem
dealt with in this thesis. rt does, however, provide a sor-id
base to start research. The results obt,ained from this
research may provide key insights j-nto the probrem of
scheduling meetings and gì-ve focus to future research efforts.
7

To better understand the problem of scheduling project
meetings, background research associated with scheduling

for project teams and v¡ith synchronous data transfers
for distributive computer systems will be discussed. Then a
system similar to the one described in Example L.z will be
used to conduct research on the thesis problem in the context
of synchronous data transfers. Four strategies to tackle the
problem will be presented and compared using this system.
concl-usions will be made in the context of this system and
then will- be discussed in terms of the originar problem of
scheduling project meetings.
meeti-ngs

CF{APTER.2
BACKGROUI.ID

topic of scheduring meetings for project team members
is not new to the field of project management. Most of the
cited literature fMeredith 1985 ,' Frame L987; Kerzner L9B4 ¡
schroeder l-9891 devotes some discussion to scheduringr
meetings. However, this discussion is l-inrited to qualitative
analysis or quantitative analysis using specific examples. rn
order to devel-op generalized strategies for scheduling project.
meetings using quantitative methods, it wourd be helpful to
discuss certain aspects of project rnanagement which are
applicabl-e to the problem.
The

rrA

ect def ines a combination of interrelated
activities that must be executed in a certain order before the
entire task is completedrr [Taha L987, p 469]. The writing of
the technical report in Exampre i-.1- and the integrated
simulation in Example L.2 can be considered projects using
this definition. To provide systematic and. effective ways of
optimizing the efficiency of executing projects, many project
management techniques have been developed. Effici-ency, used
in this context, refers to achj-eving the utmost reduction in
the time (scheduling) required to complete the project whil-e
accounting for the economic feasibility of using avail-abl-e
pro j

9

resources (costs). These techniques help project managers to

control costs that are directly controlrable by the project
organization and to control the project schedure to meet
established rnil-estones.
Often project performance competes with project
scheduring and project costs. project performance refers to
the characteristj-cs of the product or service being produced
by the project.
In Example 1.1, performance refers to
supplying a high quality report to the customer. In Example
I.2, performance refers to producing high quality data for a
given simulation. consider the folÌowing situation where
performance competes with cost and schedul-ing: if the
components being manufactured by a company have a high
percentage of defects, additional- hours may be allocated to
the supervision of the production process to get performance
up to target leve1s, causing changes in cost and sched.ure.
seldom can performance, cost and schedule be accurately
predicted before the project begins and, therefore, numerous
trade-offs may be required whire the project is under way.
ISchroeder 1-989, p 386]
Adninistering these trade-offs falls under the category
of project monitoring and control.
"Monítoring is collecting, recording and reportingt
information concerning any and al-1 aspects of
project perforrnance that the project manager and
10

others in the organization wish to
1985, p 2851

know.

n [Meredith

By monitoring key performance

ind.icators, one should obtain a
steady stream of data that indicate variances yet to come,
noting that these indicate the likerihood of future problems
project control
rather than predicting with certainty.
invorves updating the project schedule based on performing
periodic analysis of the project's progress. By monitoring
performance, cost and schedule, a manager can take corrective
measures to ensure control over the project.
of collecting information and modifying the
project schedul-e is usually specific to the project. This is
reflected in the fol-lowing statement:
The frequency

rrThe frequency

of reporting should be great enough
to all-ow control to be exerted during or before the
period in which the task is scheduled for
completion. For exampJ-e, efficacy tests of drugs
do not produce rapid results in most cases. Thus,
there is no need for weekly (or perhaps even
nonthly) reports on such tests. lrihen test results
begin to occur, more frequent reports and updates
may be required.rr (Meredith l-985, pp 292-293)
These reports should be available in time to be used for

project control, they shouLd generally correspond to project
milestones and they shoul-d be scheduled in the project p1an.
fn essence, the nature of the monitoring reports should be
consi-stent with the logic of the budgeting, planning and
scheduling systems.
t_1

Meetings can be an important part of the reporting
process. often meetings provide an effective way of obtaining
quality information which can then be used to guide the next
phase of the project.

rf meetings are scheduled in advance
and the importance of them is emphasized, most individuals
wil-I make a concerted effort to be sure the information they
report is accurate and up-to-date. once all the information
is reported, often steps can be taken to correct problems at
the same meeting, providing a very efficient means of
monitoring and controlling the project.
The frequency of meetings can be heavily dependent upon

the project, the team members, and the conditions under which
the project is being executed. This may account for the rack
of information on generalized strategies. However, even if
strategies $/ere developed, there exists the difficulty of
testing and evaluating them on a project team for a particular
project. This study will- attempt to bridge this gap by using
a system which exhibits many sirnilar characteristics to a
project team executing a project but which has the ability to
repeat a project under identical conditions, making it
possible to test and evaluate possible strategies.
The fol-l-owing quotation is of particul-ar interest to the

problem finding a system which is anal-ogous to a project team

executj-ng a project, where projects can be repeated under
L2

identical conditions:
rrOne way to solve a difficult
problern is to break
it into separate pieces and work on all the pieces
at the same time. This is the whole basis for
paralleI (distributive) computing. A para1le1
(distributive) program breaks a difficult problem
into pieces and then distributes them to a crowd of
waiting processors. All processors work together
to find a solution.rr [Gelertner 1990, p 21,3]

rt should be intuitive to the reader that the breaking down of
a project into tasks and the assigning of these tasks to
project team members can be thought of in the above quotation
by Gelertner. Thus, it seems quite reasonable to use a
distributive cornputer system as an analogy to the system of a
project team executing a project.
One such distributive

computer system is the prototype

computer simulation package described in Example 1,.2. This
package was developed, in prototype form, by Atornic Energy of

Limited at lthiteshell Laboratories in Pinawa, Manitoba
to assist in pre-experimental and post-experimental analysis
of complex experiments [McDonald ]-9901. The four programs in
Canada

this package are: a thermal-hydraulics program, âD aerosolprogram, a fission product release program, and a program to
control the transfer of information among the other three.
The first three programs were mentioned by name to emphasíze
that they each model different physical properties and not to
emphasize v¡hat they model. The fourth program will be
discussed in more detail throughout the course of this study.
l_3

some

historical

information about the prototype is provided

below.

The prototype v¡as designed

to respond to the rearization
in the nucrear research community that aerosol transport
calculations should be integrated with thermar-hydraulics
calcuratíons to effectively model- experiments involving
aerosol movement. In the past, these progirams have been
integrated by merging them into a rrsuper-prog'ramr or by doing
the thermal-hydraurics cal-culations first and then feeding
them to an aerosol program. However, these two methods have
several drawbacks such as lack of feedback and amount of
computer memory needed to run the proqrams. The prototype
system mentioned above overcomes these drawbacks by
maintaining the individual structure of each progiram on
separate computers and then having these programs conmunicate

with each other via a cornputer network under the supervision
of a communications controller program.
This method of keeping the programs separate and having
them communicate through a computer network was also used by
Nicolas, êt âf ., fNicolas ]-9901 at Electrj-cite de France, who
refer to this process as "explicitly coupling the programsrt.
They also arrived at the conclusion that merging tv¡o software
modules into one (ca1led implicit coupling) was unmanagieabl-e.

Implicit

coupling can slow down the upgrading process
L4

and

penalizes users who are not necessarily interested in a
coupling capability, these drawbacks are eliminated using
explicit coupling [Nicolas 1990 , p 7871. In their system, two
explicitly coupled progirams run simultaneously and remain
independent, exchanging information via "pipstt files.
rnformation exchang'e is dictated by one of the programs in a
master-slave relationship.
This type of exchange can
negativery affect the performance of the srave program if it
is forced to step through the simuration at a rate different
from what its numerics dictate [Press i-989, pp 61-5-622] .
The prototype designed at Whiteshell Laboratories uses

the controller program to overcome the possible negative
effects of forcing a program to step through a simulation at
a different rate than what its numerics dictate.
The
controll-er program decides when data are to be synchronously
transferred among the programs. At each synchronous data
transfer, data are transferred among the programs and each
program informs the controller of the next time it woul-d like
to transfer information. Based on these times, the controller
program must determine when the next transfer should occur.
The analogy of this prototype to a project team executinq a
project was explained on page 7.
To tackle the problem of deternining when to schedul-e
synchronous data transfers among' computer programs, literature
t_5

from the computer science fields of distributive systems and
network theory was reviewed [Agha ]-990; Durfee t-9Bgr. Gelertner
1990; smith l-983; Tanenbaum 198gl. These authors discussed
the topic of scheduling synchronized d.ata transfers by using

of specific distributive or paraller systems and not
by using any generalized analysis. Despite the limited
information on the subject of scheduling synchronized data
transfers, some of the examples províded helpful insíghts into
the problem of scheduling synchronous data transfers and
reinforces the need for research in this area.
exampres

Distributive processing is an example of course-grained
multi-processing [Tazelaar ]-9901 and encompasses the concept
of distributing the components of a program to waiting
processor nodes which contain memory and a processor
[Gelertner ]-9901. The prototype simulation package used in
this paper employs distributive processing techniques to
perform the necessary simulations.
The l-iterature reviewed on distributive

computer systems

suggests three conmon patterns in paralle1ism where research

is being focused [Agha 1-990]. The first pattern, pipeline
concurreilcy, involves the enumeration of potential solutions
and the concurrent testing of these solutions as they are
enumerated; the second, divide and conquer, involves the
concurrent elaboration of difficult
sub-problems and the
1-6

joining of some or all their sorutions in order to obtain a
solution to the overall problem; the third pattern,
cooperative problem solvinq, involves each object (program)
carrying out its own individuar computational- process, and
communicating with other objects to share the intermediate
results it has computed. An example of a cooperative problern
solving system would be a simulation where physical objects
are represented by logical (computational) objects as is the
case with the prototype system discussed in this paper.
therefore, Iiterature on this pattern r{as researched in more
detail.
Snith fsnith 1983]
provided strong insights into the notion of cooperative
problem solvers by addressing algorithms for building powerful
problem sol-vers that effectively utilize the characteristics
of distributive processor architectures.
These authors
focused their research on distributed architectures where
control is decentral-ized and where the nodes are looselycoupled (i.e., they spend a far g:reater percentag:e of time
doing computations and not communicating with others),
communicate via messages, and cooperate to find a solution to
an overall problern. This form of distributive architecture is
categorized as a nearly decomposabl-e system, i.e., a system in
which interactions among' the components are weak but not
negligible. The short term behaviour of each component is
Two books by Durfee [Durfee ]-9881 and

a7

relatively independent of the behaviour of the others; the
long term behaviour of each depends only in an aggregate way
on the behaviour of others.
Smith suggests that a rnetaphor for a distributive problem

solving system is a group of human experts experienced at
working together, trying to complete a large task.
In
examining the operation of this group, a major interest is the
way in which they interact to solve the overall problem, the
manner in which the workload is distributed among them, and
how results are integrated for communication outside the
group. This suggestion by Snith re-enforces the idea of using
a distributive problem solving system to represent a project
team working on a project.
Srnith categorizes the major concerns of designing
distributive problem solver into three foJ-lowing layers:

(1) Architecture - the lowest layer where research
is concerned with the design of individual nod.es
and the communication system that connects them.
(2) Systems the second level where research is
addressing issues like the design of communication
protocols and the design of l-ocal operating systems
to manage the resources of the individual nodes.
( 3 ) ProbÌem Solving
the top layer where the
concerns are internode control- and knowledge
organization; in particular, how to achieve
problem-soJ-ving behaviour from a
ef f ective
collection of asynchronous nodes.
In di-scussing the three layers of distributive problem
solvers, Smith states that:
L8

rrThe

bulk of research has been restricted to the
systems and architecture levels. It has generally
been assumed that a well-defined and a priori
partitioned problem exists and the major concerns
lie in an optimal static distribution ôt subtasks,
optimal methods for interconnectinq processor

nodes, resource allocation, and prevention of
deadlock. Complete knowledge of the problem has
also been generally assumed (i.e.,
explicit
knowledge of tirning and precedence rel_at j_ons
between tasks) and the major reason for
distribution
has been assumed to be loadbalancing.rr ¡Srnith 1983, p 3l

rn order to construct a distributive problem sorver rather
than a distributive processor, one must focus on the problem
solving 1ayer.
The work published by Durfee and Smith provides a
framework for constructing problem solvers in a distributive
processing environment. The framework specifies mechanisms
for communication, control, and knowledge organization. The
communicatj-on component provides the basis for node
interaction, the control component specifies the possible
modes of interaction betr,¿een processor nodes, and the
knowledge organization component specifies how knowledge is
org'anized in individual nodes and distributed throughout the
col-lection of nodes. The key issue resolved in this framework
is how tasks are distributed among the processor nod.es. For
the most part, Durfee and Smith assume that communication
among nodes is done asynchronously and not synchronously.
Thus the literature on distributive problem solvers did not
provide much insight into scheduling synchronized data
L9

transfers, although it did provide valuable i-nsights about the
architecture of the integrated sirnulation package.
Literature on synchronized data transfer ín distributive
computer systems was reviewed in areas other that distributive
problem solvers but most of the information was narrowly
focused on database systerns fÀgha 1990; Milenkovik 1981_;
Chambus l-9841. After reviewing further literature on database
systems there r¡¡as the realization that the concept of
synchronization was different from the concept used in the
context of this study. This difference can be shown in a
mul-ti-access database which handles airline ticket bookings by
various travel- agents. In the context of this study, the
problem of synchronization deals with deciding when each agient
shoul-d access the database to receive and rnodify ticket
information under the restriction that the agents aLl- must
access the database at the same time. From the point of view
of Milenkovic [Milenkovic ]-981-1, the problem of
synchronization deals with preserving the consistency of the
database, i.e., ensuring that all data are consistent with the
actual transactions and that all data are accessible to every
aqents.
The concept of synchronizing data transfers presented by

Mil-enkovic and other computer scientists ICharnbus 1-984] does
not require that all agents communicate at the same time and,
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in fact, they prefer that the system avoid such situations.
Their main concern is that al-1 information is current and that
if two or more agents try to access the same piece of
information (either by writing to or readinq frorn it) at the
same time, the system r,¡ill- make sure that everyone gets the
proper information as efficiently
as possible.
This
difference in concept of synchronization means that strategies
for synchronous data transfers in multi-user database systems
are not directly applicable to the problem encountered in the
prototype simulation packagie.
Other Articles fFugimoto 1990; Geihns 1-990; Back 1990;

Avrunin l-9851 provided many interesting insights into
distributive problem solving systems r' however, the authors did
not discuss generalized strategies for synchronous data
transfers.
After completing this initial background research in the
areas of project management and distributive computer systems,
lre decided to develop some intuitive and f airly basic
strategies rather than devote more time to another l-iterature
search. Future research effort wil-I, of course, include a
more extensive literature review.
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The background research for thj-s study is summarized as

follows:

(1) À l-iterature review was conducted in the fÍe1d
of project management which yielded little
information on any generalized quantitatíve
strategies for scheduling project meetj-ngs
(2) It rras decided that a system analogous to a
project team executing a project be used. on which
projects could be repeated as often as necessary to
obtain good statistics for evaluating strategies.
(3) It was determined that a prototype integrated
simul-ation package possessed the characteristics
discussed in (2).
The problem of scheduling
project meetings ï¡as then transformed into the
problem of scheduling synchronous information
transfers.
(4) A literature review was conducted in the fietds
of distributive computer systems and network theory
but littl-e information was avail-abte on generalized
strategies for scheduling synchronous data
transfers.
22

(5) ft vras decided to develop, test, and compare
strategies for the integrated simulation package
rather than devote more time to another literature
review.

next chapter, Chapter 3, discusses the development of
four strategies that determine the optimaJ- schedule for
transferring data in the integrated simulation package.
The
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CF{APTER 3
METHCDS USED FOR SYNCHRONIZED DATA
TRANSFER
3.1 fntroduction

As discussed in the previous chapter, the reviewed
literature suggests there is little information available on
g:eneralized quantitative strategies for scheduling project
meetings [Meredith 1985; Frame 3,987,. Kelly ]_9821. This study
proposes to make a start on developing such strategies by

using a smal1 and controllabl-e system which is representative
of a project team executing a project. Using this system,
generalized strategies will be d.eveloped, tested, and

compared. This initial study will hopefully provide some
direction for future research into the problem of schedulj-ng
pro j ect meetinqrs .
This chapter v¡ill focus on devel-oping four deterministic,

intuitive and straightforv¡ard strategies for scheduling
synchronized data transfers for a prototype integrated
simul-ation package, discussed in Example L.2.
Before
proceeding with the discussion on these strategies, the
integrated simulation package first will be described in more
detail.
24

A system representative of a project team executingi a
project is the prototype integrated simuration package
developed by Atornic Energy of canada Limited Research company
(AECL Research) at Ì^Ihiteshell Laboratories in pinawa,

Manitoba, to assist in pre-experimental

and.

post-experimental

simulations of a complex experiment (see Example a.2)
[McDonald ]-9901. scientists at AECL Research designed the
prototype by consolidating existing documented, verified.
proqrams on to a distributive computer system to produce an
integrated simulation package. This package is composed of
four individual programs, three of the programs model
different physical properties of the experiment while the
fourth (the controller) controls the synchronous transfer of
data among the other three. Each program runs on its o\^/n
computer and communicates with the others via a Local Area
Network (LAN) [Tanenbaum 1-988]. The methods the programs use
to moder specified physical phenomena are dj-scussed. in Example
L.2. The analogy of this system to a project tearn executing
a project is explained on page 7.
The three modelling programs exchange intermediary
resul-ts during the course of the simulation to model the
experiment in an integrated fashion. In this prototype,
intermediary results are exchanged only by synchronous data
25

transfers.
At every transfer, each program exchanges intermediary
results with the others and informs the controll-er of its
desired time for the next data transfer (this will be denoted
as DTNT or Desired Time of Next Transfer). It
is quite
unrikely that a1l the prog'rams will want to exchange data at
the same tíme, i.e., all the DTNT's will be equal, because
these programs model dj-fferent physical components of the
experiment. rt is the job of the controller to determine when
to schedule these synchronous data transfers, based on these
three DTNT.
This rest of this chapter wil-1 focus on devetoping
strategies which the controller prog:ram can use to schedule
the data transfers. Three of the strategies use heuristics or
rules of thumbrr ITaha L997 r p 15 ] to provide a
straightforward approach to schedul-ing the transfers and the
fourth uses concepts of non-linear programming to attack the
ff

problem

3.3 General Assumptions Used Bv The SÈrateqies
of the four strategies discussed in this study makes
different assumptions in order to determine the schedule for
Each
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synchronized data transfers. Assumptions that are specific to

a strategy are addressed in the respective description of the
strategy, found in the appropriate section of this chapter.
Assumptions that are conmon to all strategies are dealt with

in this section.

3.3.1 Obìectiwe

It is assumed that the objective of a strategy is to
rninimize the cost associated with the synchronized transfer of
data. Because each of the strategies deals with the cost
associated with synchronized data transfer in a different
manner, this cost wil-1 be discussed in more detail- in the
foJ.lowing sections.
For the sake of simplicity, the
strategies di-scussed in this paper represent cost using only
a sj-ng1e objective function. The possibility of developing
strategies that represent cost using muJ-tipIe objective
functions is left for future research.

3.3.2 Performance Heasurement
When

implementing a project, one often refers to the term

project performance when discussing how well a project is
meeting j-ts pre-defined goals fMeredith 1-985, p 285]. There
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are key factors or indicators that can be measured to rate a
project's performance, once a project is cornplete. This
concept can be used for the integrated simul-ation package. rn

this case, a simulation's performance witl- be determined by
the quality of the data produced in a rrreasonabre, time frame
[McDonald 1990]. To measure a simulationrs performance, a
cost will be assigned to the quality of the data and to the
tirne taken to complete the simulation. The assignments of
these costs are specific to the strategy and will be discussed
in the respective sections.

3

.3..3 Solving By f terative Technicrues

Às stated on page 26 of this chapter, ât each transfer,
the programs exchange intermediary results and inform the

controller of their DTNT. Using the three DTNT, the
control-ler must determine when to schedule the next data
transfer. Each strategy is i_terative, that is, a strategy
uses only the DTNT supplied at a given data transfer to
determine the next data transfer. once the time for the next
data transfer arrives, the strategy uses the DTNTs supplied at
that transfer to determine the next transfer tirne. This
process repeats until the completion of the simulation.
Another approach that could be used in developing
2B

a

strategy is to determine a complete schedule for data transfer
prior to commencing the simulation. In a project setting,
this would j-nvolve making a calendar of all project meetings
to be held during the execution of a project, prior to the
project starting. Intuition reveals that this method could
work if the project is well-defined and the risk of rnajor
complications is Iow. However, if major complications do
arise this calender may quickly become obsolete.
The
iterative process suggested in this study allows more
flexibility to deal with unforeseen complications.
During the course of a simulation, each strategy
determines the time for the next data transfer using only the
DTNTs supplied by the programs, i.e., the next data transfer
time is a function of only the DTNTs. To represent this
concept, the following definitions are introduced.

Definition 3.1
Let t' represent the desired length of time until the next
synchronized data transfer (DTNT) requested by program i.
( i:1,2...rN ti 2 0 )
Definition 3.2
Let r (tt,tz,...,tN) represent the length of time between the
currentsynchronizeddatatransferandthenext.(r>
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some of the strategies frây, however, use addítionalinformation obtained prior to the start of the simul-ation to
determi-ne r.
For the integrated simulation package discussed in this
paper, N : 3 (there are three programs in the system) and the
unit of measurement for t, and r is simulation seconds. Note
that a simulation second is one second relevant to the
transient which a program is simul-ating and is not necessarily
equivalent to one second of real tirne.

ft would defeat the purpose of optimizing the scheduJ-ing
of data transfers if a strategy is not efficient in
deterrnining the next data transfer.
Therefore, the four
deterministic strategies introduced in this paper are basic
and straightforward, providing the control-Ier with an
efficient means of scheduling data transfers.

3.4 Heuristics
Heuristics are methods which seek a good solution to a
problem, but not necessarily an optimal solution, based on
30

rules of

thumb.

rrThe advantage

of heuristics is that they normally
involve less computations when compared to exact
solutions. AIso, because they are rules of thumb,
they normally easier to explain to users who are
not mathematical-Iy oriented.r' [Taha 1,987, p 15]
To capitaÌize on these advantages, this section introduces
three heuristics that can be used to schedule synchronous data
transfers in a deterministíc and iterative manner.

3.4.1 üINSTEP Strateqv
When

a measure of a simulationrs performance weights the

quality data heavily over the completion time, i.e., failure
to secure high quality data coul-d be costly, a strateqy which
is risk-adverse to possible inaccuracies in the data is
desirable. In this case, the controller should monitor the
simulation as closely as possible. The MINSTEP algorithrn
provides a good rul-e of thumb to schedule meetings under these
conditions. For project managers, this strategy can be used
when quality of the project performance is a major concern.
In this strategy:
r : min {ti}

i:I,2,..

rN

l-
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This strategy simply chooses the minimum of the
tirne to schedule the next transfer.
3.4.2

MAXSTEP

DTNTs

as the

Strategv

a simul-ation to provide only a rough
approximation of the behaviour for an experiment and there is
a desire to complete the simulation quickly, i.e., the measure
of the project performance weighÈs the completion time over
the quality of data, the controller will want to transfer data
as infrequently as possible. The MAXSTEp algorithm provid.es
a suitable scheduling strategy for these conditions. fn a
project management setting, this strategy can be used when
rneeting costs are a major concern.
When one needs

For this strategy:
f = max {ti}

i:1,2, ..

. rN

a

This strategy simply chooses the maximum of the
time to schedule the next transfer.

DTNTs

as the

The tr^¡o heuristics, MINSTEP and MAXSTEP, represent the
extremes of the four strategies developed during the course of

this study. For MINSTEP, data transfers are scheduled using
the earl-iest of desired times for next transfer given by the
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three programs. rn this case, programs wíl1 have the most
recent data to work with, therefore, the overal-l- quality of
the results produced by the simuration should be high.
However, transferring data frequently can use a lot of
computer time preparing the data for transfer and end up being
quite costly. rf the MAXSTEP algorithrn is used, the costs
associated r¿ith computer tirne may be l-ess but so may be the
quality of the simulation results. when used in cases where
the cost associated v¡ith the loss of quality in the results is
high, the MAXSTEP algorithm could be expensive. In ord.er to
use these strategies, one should be confident that one of the
costs, cost of computer time or cost of quality of data,
greatly outweighs the other through the course of the
simulation. To summaríze, there appears to be limitations on
the number of applications for which the MINSTEP or the
MAXSTEP strategies can be used.
To bring the above paragraph back into the focus of
schedulj-ng project meetings, 1et us expand on the situation in
Example 1.1-. As was stated in that example, two of the
project members (M1 and M2) reside in Regina and two reside in
Hal-ifax (M3 and PM) . Suppose that the meetings are held in
Hal-ifax and that over the course of two months M1 wants to
meet every 4 weeksì NIz, every 3 rveeksr. and M3, every week.
Using the MINSTEP strategy the PM would schedule meetings
every week as requested by M3. However, the costs of flying
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to Halifax eight times for a meeting will be very
high. On the other hand, if the MAXSTEP strategy is used, the
PM would schedul-e meetings every four weeks as requested by
Ml-. This woul-d resul-t in only two trips to Halif ax,
substantially reducing the cost of airfare. However, if M3
does not get the information he needs every week his volume
could contain substantial erroneous information by the tirne of
the next meeting. This may resul-t in tine consuming, and
therefore costly, rewrites. If the PM chooses the r,rrong
strategy to schedule project meetings, she could be penalized
with unnecessary costs.
Ml- and M2

strategy offers a little more flexibitity
than the other two heuristics by assigning a weighted mean of
the ti's to r. This strategy will- produce a r that lies in
between the r's produced by MTNSTEP and MAXSTEP for the same
set of t,ts.
The

MEANSTEP

3. 1.3 ttfEANSTEP Strateov

In most cases, high quality data is wanted in as short a
time as possible. This requires a strategy that exhibits
behaviour of both the MINSTEP and MAXSTEP algorithms. The
MEÀNSTEP algorithm schedu1es data transfers based on a
weighted average of the times submj-tted by the programs. The
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weights are assigned to each program by the controller
(actually, the progranmer of the controrler) prior to
commencing the simulation and refrect how each prog.ram
contributes to the overal-I simulation performance.
For this strategy:

Let wi = weight assigned to program i,

0<v¡i<1-.

Then Í : wr.tr + wr.E, +...* w*.t*
where

fvl +

v/2

+...+

WN

:

1

Note that if all the weights are equal,
arithrnetic mean of the ti's.
For the

r will

be the

strategy, r is represented only by the
magnitudes of the t,rs and the qrs. The effectiveness of this
strategy rests on how well the wirs are chosen and the
assumption that they do not change during the course of a
simulation. However, in many sinulations the weight assigned
to a program may fluctuate depending on the behaviour of the
physical component it, is rnodelling. For example, if the flow
of water through a pipe is stable during the initial part of
an experiment and then varies rapidly during the l-ater part,
the program modelling the therrnal-hydraulic component should
MEANSTEP
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have a small weight assigned to it during the initial

part of
the simulation and a larger weight assigned when the flows
start varying to reflect its contribution to the simuration
results. Though the MEANSTEP strategy is more f lexj-bl-e than
the other two heuristics, the restrictions of accurately
assigning weights and assurning that these weights are held.
constant throughout the simuLation limits the number of
applications for which this strategy can be used.
Expanding on the situation described on page 33 for

a.1, the PM could assign weights to each team member
to reflect his or her contribution to the overall report and
then use the MEANSTEP strategy to schedule project meetings.
This would result in meetings being scheduled somewhere
between one and four weeks apart for those two months. The
effectiveness of this strategy relies heavily on these weights
initially assigned by the PM. If the contributions of the
team members to the report change over the two months, the
assigned weights may become obsolete, rnaking the MEANSTEP
strategy less effective in rninimizing the cost of scheduling
Example

meetings.

The heuristics described in this section are static
strategies used for scheduling synchronj-zed data transfers,
i.e., the rules for schedulj-ng data transfers are set prior to
commencing and do not change during the course of the
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simulation. The next evolutionary step is to develop a
dynamic strategy by relaxing the assumption of constant wi's.
The fourth strategy, the Non-Linear programming (NLp)
strategy, does relax this assumption by using a more rigorous
approach to minirnizing the cost of data transfer than the
three heuristics.
The following section gives a detailed
description of this strategy.

3.5 Non-Linear Programmins (NLP) SÈrateqv
As discussed in the previous section, the three
heuristics can cause extra costs to be incurred for a
simulation, if they are used in an inappropriate situation.
A strategy that is robust to the ways r¡¡hich a sirnulationrs
performance can be determined is desired. The NLP Strategy is
a step towards this desired strategy.
The NLP Strategy
reflects the changing conditions of the simulation by
dynamically adjusting its objective function at every data
transfer. Once the objective function is determined, a nonl-j-near program is formulated and solved. The solutj-on
provJ-des the controller with an optimal time to schedule the
next data transfer. This section describes, in detail, how
the objective function is determined and how the non-linear
prog'ram is formulated and sol-ved.
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3.5.1 The Obìective I'unction

the NLP strategy assigns a cost to having a synchronous
data transfer and a cost to the Loss of quality in a
simulatj-on,s results. These two costs, in essence, represent
the two factors which determine a simulations performance.
The objective of the NLP strategy is to minimize the sum to
these two costs. The sum of the two costs (the total cost) is
represented by the following function:

TC(r)

¡¡

nCt(t)
=tÐ
j=1

1 + LQr(r)

(3.1)

where

TC(r) represents the total- cost of scheduling a
data transfer r units away from the current one.
DCt(r) represents the direct costs, for program i,
associated with scheduling a data transfer r units
away from the current one. The coefficients for
the function DC, are determined prior to commencing
the simulation. This function is discussed in more
detaíl in Sub-section 3.5.2.
LQr(r) represents the costs due to loss of quality
in the data associated with schedulinq a data
transfer r units away from the current one. The
function LQr j-s evaluated at each data transfer.
This function is discussed in more detail in Subsection 3.3.5.
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Recall that for the integrated simulation packaqe discussed. in
this study, N: 3.

3.5.2 Deriving

DC,

For the case of the integrated simulation package whích
is used in this study, the direct cost was defj-ned to be sum
of all- costs which l¡tere directly accountable to a synchronized
data transfer.
The direct costs for each program were
measured by the cost of cornputer time taken to complete the
program's portion of the simul-ation. The cost of computer
time was calculated by taking the number of CpU seconds used
to complete a simulation multiplied by a cost factor. Note
that a CPU second is one second of real time that a process
has used the Central Processing Unit of the computer. The CpU
second was used as the unj-t of measure because, unlike real

time, it v/as independent of how many processes the cpu is
working on.

In reference to Example 1.1, direct costs could include
travel- costs, the portion of a member/s salary that is
consumed at meetings, costs attributed to the time each member
spends preparing for a meeting, and other overhead costs, like
hotel accommodations, that could be incurred at a meetJ-nq. In
essence, direct costs are aLl those costs that can be directly
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attributed to having a meeting.
ft can be inferred that as the frequency of data
transfers increases, so too do the direct costs. rn fact, one
can state that as the length of the interval of time between
data transfers approaches zero, the direct costs associated
with them approaches infinity.
rn the objective function of
this non-linear program, a function must be developed to
represent the direct cost component. Below is the definition
of the direct cost function, which will be used throughout the
remainder of this study.

Definitíon 3.3
Let DCr(r) represent the direct costs associated with
scheduling synchronous data transfers r time units apart
for program i.
This function has the following
properties:
(i) Dc>0forr>
o
(ii) DC -+ co as f -+ 0
is not defined at r : O as this would imply
that data transfers are hel-d continuously
Note that

DC,

For the case of the integrated simul-ation package which

!{as used in this study, it was assumed that DCi could
represented by the hyperbolic function in Equation 3.2.

The

coefficients a, and o, define the concavity of the function.
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be

oCt(t) = airor
where ãi,rz} ; ø is}

(3.2)

The coefficients ai and di, in Equation 3.2, trere
determined for each program prior to the conmencement of and
remained constant throughout a simulation.

3.5.3 Derivinq

LO''

a program depends on data from an external_ source,
i.e., another program, there can be a relationship between the
quality of the data obtained and the quality of the result
produced by that program. If the data is outdated and
possibly incorrect the quality of the program/s resul-t may
suffer.
To v¡hat extent this occurs depends on the
relationship between the data and the resul-ts produced by
When

program.

In order to assess the overall l_oss of quality in the
results produced by an integrated simulatj_on, it was required
that the control-Ier know how data from one program affected
the results of another program. ft should be emphasized at
this point the reviewed literature in the area of distributive
4L

processing systems (and ín the area of project management) did
not address the concept of loss of quarity in a program/s

results (or a project rnember's performance) in any significant
detail. with this in mind, following simplifying assumption
was made: 1et the loss of quality in the results produced by
an integrated simulation be a function dependent on the ross
of quality in the resul-ts produced by each program.
The concepts of loss of quality in the resul-ts produced

by an integrated sj-mulation and the loss of quality in the
resul-ts produced by a program are expressed in the following
definitions:

Definition 3.3
Let LQi(r) represent the cost due to loss of quality in
program i's results incurred by scheduling a data transfer
r time units away from the current one. It is assumed
that LQi(r) has the fol-lowing property:
(i) LQi(r) 2 O for all- r > 0
Definition 3.4
Let LQi(r) be defined by Definition
3.3, then
LQr(LQr,LQz,... rLQ¡¡) is defined as a function of a1I the
LQi(r)'s and represents the cost due to loss of quality in
the results for the entire simul-ation incurred by
scheduling a data transfer r time units away from the
current one. It is also assumed that property (i) in
Definition 3.3 holds for LQr.
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The function, LQi, is specific to the program and the

problem. The development of these functions was by no means
straightforward. Future research along much the same lines as
utility
theory ILee 1985] may provide more insight into
representing loss of quality with a mathematical function. In
Definition 3.4, LQr was expressed as a function of all- the
programs' LQ¡ts, however, it is possible to give a strong'er
definition.
When investigating how the quality of one
programs results affects the quality of the overall results,
it seems quite logical to concentrate on examining the rates
of changes of the various parameters.
Wíth the assurnption that the functions defined in
Definition 3.4 are at l-east once differentiable with respect
to their independent variabl-es, the chain rule can be used for
multi-variable functions to derive the folloroing mathematical
expression:

dLer
ôLer . dLei
dt =Ð
j=1 ôze¡ dr
JV

(3.3)

Equation 3.3 represents the rel-ationship between the
quality of the overal-l- results provided by an integrated
simulation to the quality of results provided by each program.
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This is done by assuming that the rate of chang'e of the
quality in the results of an integrated simulation is a
function of the contribution each program provides to the
overall results (represented by the partial derivatives) and
the rate of change of the quality of results for each program
(represented by the straight derivatives).
To understand these concepts in terms of project
manag'ement, let us refer back to Example i-.1-. Three of the
project team members are responsible for writing a volume of
the report. In order to maintain consistency j-n the report,
each team member requires information from the others. The
quality of each team member's respective volume will depend,
at least in some part, oD the quality of the information
received from the other members. If a team member obtains
information from another whj-ch is later found to be incorrect,
that member will incur costs in rewriting the erroneous
section. Using Definition 3.3, one can represent the costs
associated with loss of quality of information in a memberrs
respective vol-ume as a function of the time between meetings;
using Definition 3.4, one can represent the quality of the
entire report as a function of the quality of the three
volumes; using Equation 3.3, one can define even a stronger
relationship between the quality of each vol-ume and the
quality of the overal-l report. It should be noted that the
partial derivatives in Equation 3.3 should be determined by
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the project manager because

each

member could be biased

towards her or his contribution to the report.

To proceed with the formulation of
represent LQ' the followJ-ng tfas assumed:

ôro(constant)
7-l
oLei = ¡.!
'

For further sinplification

.tf

Ð
j=1

kj=l

a

function to

(3.4)

the k,rs were normalized:

(3.s)

With these assumptions, each k, represents the percentagTe

of the total loss of quality in the simulation performance
accounted for by program i. For instance, k, equalling 0.85
means that program 3 (fission product release program) has an
85eo infl-uence over the quality of the results produced by the
integrated simulation (the other two programs have a combined
infl-uence of l-5å). Note that the k,'s in the NLP Strategy have
a sirniÌar role to the w,rs in the MEANSTEP Strategy.
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To determine Lei, it, is assumed that M indicators are
selected prior to commencing a simulation for prog'ram i to
represent M data values. For instance, one indicator for
program 2 (aerosol program) courd be the variable which
represents the mass of aerosol located in one portion of the
piping network of the experiment. Then, d.uring the course of
a simulation, the value of every indicator for each program

J-s

reported at every data transfer.
upon completion of a
simulation, a ml0{ matrix, V.xrn, is produced by each program
where m represents the number of data transfers that occurred
during that simulation.
The loss of quality in the results produced by a program

will be represented as the Mean Absol-ute Percentage Error
(MAPE) [Oberstore 1990] in the value of the recorded
indicators as compared to a converged solution. This is
expressed as f oll-ows:
(LQi)

LQi(p) =

#åål
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vr"(P) - vr"(o)
vr" ( o)

(3.6)

where

ß represents Cost factor for loss of quality in the
results for program i (g/MApE).
v.,(H) represents the value of indicator s at data
transfer r if data transfers are H time units
apart, i.e., it, represents the rs el-ement of the
matrix V(H) .
P represents the data transfer schedule used in the
simulation.
O represents the data transfer schedule which
produced converged solution to the problem. Note
that vr, (O) does not equal- 0 for any value of r or s.

This is an appropriate metric to use for two reasons: it
directly compares a calculated solution to the convergied
solution and it produces a comparable result regardless of the
magnitudes of the values composing the different matrices. It
should be noted that in order to use this metric, the
rnatrices, P and O, being compared have to be the same size.
To accomplish this, the values of matrix V(p) are interpolated
to correspond to the data transfer time times of V(O).
For the sake of clarity the subscript i is dropped from
the following calculations and it is assumed that these
calculations are performed for each program.
To express LQ as a function dependent only on r, v* is
assumed to

be a function rvhich is at l-east twice
differentiable. The function Õ," is then defined as fol-lows:
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vt" (p) - v,"(o)
-Let g,, (p) =
vr" ( o)

(3.7)

|

If v."(p) and v,,(o) are assumed to have the same sign,
the absolute val-ue sígns can be removed and Õ., can be
expressed as:

vrr(p)
0r" (p)

=

- vr"(o)

vr" ( o)

vr"(p) - vr"(p)
vr" ( o)

vr" (p)

vr" ( o)

vr" P)

vr,

(

(3.7a)

( o)

to symmetry, the following calculations will use the
case where v,,(p) ) v,,(o), i.e.,
Due

Let

0," (p

)

=

vr"(p) - vr"(o)
vr" ( o)
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(3.e)

by Taylor,s expansion we can write

vr"(p) = vr"(o+r) = vr"(o) *
* j*vtlr(o)
"u'r"(o)

vr"(o+r)

= rvtzs(o) * |úv!"(o)

- vr"(o)

+

which implíes

ô,"

(p) =

*j;t

lrvt,"16¡ + |r2vt1,(o) + ...1

and therefore

g#gl

tu,,,(o) * "cv,f"(o) + ...1

=

"*"T
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+...

...

Tf only the first
used we

two terms of the Taylor expansion are
have the foll-owing expression:

dS," (r
dr

)

vtl' ( o)
,'vrr(o)

_ vlr" ( o)
vr" ( o)

v!"(o)
r-2r" =
(

(3.e)

vr" o)

+c^féts

(Note: One may question the need to go through all of these
calcul-ations if Q,. is assumed quadratic. This v¡as done to

that Õ., is expressible in the form of a polynomial and
that the assumption of it being quadratic is a reasonable
show

one.

)

From Equations
relationship:

3.6

and

dLQ(p)

dr

have the

3.7 ,

ß '
m'M

-,.

-=_LZ
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M

^_.

dÔ," (P

dr

)

following

(3.10)

Equation 3.10 states that f,e, (p) is expressible
linear combination of Õ,., (p) and can be thus written as

dLO ( o\

dtr

r

u-. -

C2l

as

(3.11)

For each program in this simul_ation package, the
following initial- conditions are assumed for each Le function:
(1) LQ(0):0 - this implies that there is no loss of
quality with scheduling meetings O simul_ation
seconds apart.

(2) LQ' ( 0 ) :0
this írnpIj-es that if meetings are
scheduled 0 simulation seconds apart, a minimal
loss of quality is achieved.

Using these two assumptions

vüe

can state the Le function

for each individual in the form
dLQ, (t

dt

)

- czrf = CiT

5t_

(3.12)

and LQr in the form

dLa 'c)
uu

= Ë krcrr
f=L

(3.13)

where

k, represents the contribution made by program i to
the overall simulati-on resul-ts.

ci represents the rate at which the loss of quality
in the results provided by a program is changing
with respect to r.
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3.5.4 The Non-linear

Prooram

Using the functions for DCi and Ler derived in Subsections 3.5.2 and 3.5.3rthe non-linear program can be
expressed as f ol-Iows:

.¡f

Min TC(t) =Ðlurtn'+Lkicir2l
s. t.

(3.14)

r>0

where

N represents the number of prog'rams in the
simul-ation package (in this study N : 3)
ai and d,i represent the coefficients of the direct
cost function for program i which are determined
prior to commencing a simutation.
ki represents the contribution program i makes to
the overall results of an integrated simulation.
It is determined prior to commencing a simulation.
ci represents the rate at which the l_oss of qual-ity
in the resul-ts provided by program i is changing
with respect to r.
Note that the onJ-y constraint used in this non-linear progiram

to model the data transfers in the integrated simul-ation
package was to make sure r was qreater than 0.
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3.5.5 Solvinq the Non-linear Procran

The non-linear program expressed in Equation 3.J-4 is
solved at every data transfer to provide the next time for the
data transfer. In order to solve this non-l_inear program, a1lthe parameters in the objective function must be deterrnined.
The coefficients ai and ci are all determíned prior to

the simul-ation. Appendix A describes how these
coefficients are determined. The k,rs are also determined.
prior to commencing the simulation and, for this study, they
were evaluated by estimating how important each program/s
results were to the results of the overal-l simulation.
commencj-ng

coefficient for program i is eval-uated at each data
transfer. This coeffj-ci-ent reflects how fast the physical
model, which program i simulates, is changing. The faster
things are changing, the more often the program will want to
transfer data. To determine ci, a total cost function is
needed for each program. This can be expressed as
The c,

Wr(t) = DC¡(r) + LQr(r) = ai"cot +

cj'cz

(3.1s)

where the coefficients are defined as in Sub-section 3.5.4.
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Recal1 from sub-section 3.3.3 , that at every d.ata transfer,
each program supplies its desired tirne for the next data

transfer. rn this study, this time, Ei, was considered to
represent the minimum of wt for prog:ram i. Therefore, the
following can be stated:
dwi ( ti)
dr

= âiü jtTt-t + 2cit¡ -ata,ti'

d,.

-2

o

(3.16)

Equation 3.1-6 shows that for program i, c, is a function

of tt. rf it is assumed that program i determines its desired
time for the next transfer based on how conditions are
changing in the system it's representing, then c, will reflect
these changing conditions.
fn essence, LQi function
dynamically represents the loss of quality in resul-ts provided
by program i as conditions change during the course of a

simulation.
The formulation for the NLP Strategy j-s now compl-ete.
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3.6

Sumnarv

we have now developed four algorithms to schedule d.ata
transfers amongi programs in the integrated simulation package.

section 3.4 discussed three heuristics which can be
implemented to sched.ule these transfers and section 3.5
introduced a dynamic method which uses non-linear prograrnrning
techniques to attack the problem. rntuitively, the non-linear
program should provide a sorution which is close to the best
for most conditions. However, with the assumptions made to
derive it, this may not always be so.
The next chapter discusses a method for comparing these
strategies to determine under what conditions each should be
used.
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CHAPTER 4
COMPARISON OF STRATEGIES FOR
SCHEDULING SYNCHRONIZED DATA TRA}{SFERS

4.1 Method of Comparison

of the strategies developed in Chapter 3 provides a
means of deternining when to schedure data transfers among the
programs in the integrated simulation package. The next step
in this study was to compare these strategies using a method.
which produced results that can be analyzed in a quantitative
Each

manner.

The method of comparison used in this study eval_uated

each of the strategies based on total cost of completing

an

assigned simulation: the strategy that provided the cheapest

total- cost was termed the best strategy.
The total cost was eval-uated as the sum of the direct

cost and the cost incurred due to loss of quality in the
results provided by the integrated simulation, where:
Direct costs were calculated for each program by
determining the CPU cost consumed to complete its portion of
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the simulation. The cpu costs v¡ere calcul-ated by multiplying
the cPU time a program took to cornplete its portion of the
simulation by a cost factor obtained from the whiteshell
Laboratories computer centre [McDonald ]-9901. The direct cost
for the overal-I integrated simulatj-on was the sum of the all
the programs, direct costs.

cost incurred due to loss of quality in the results was
determined for each program by cornparing the results obtained
from its portion of the simulation to a pre-determined
convergred solution using Mean Average percentage Error (MAPE)
method (see, p 46) . This method prod.uced a value indicating
the percentag'e which the resurts deviated. from the converged
solution. A cost was determined by rnultiplying this value by
a cost factor ß (which has the unit of measure g/MApE).
Because assigning a value to ß is dependent on factors such as
prograrnmer's value of data quarity and on the particurar
probrem being simulated, the cost incurred due to loss of
quality ín resurts provided by program i was expressed. as a
linear functÍon of ß. The cost incurred. in loss of quality in
resuLts provided by the integrated simulation was the averag'e
of the proqrams, costs.
The costs

of

for the comparison used dol-lars ($) as the unit

measure.
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To illustrate this concept of total cost, consider the
following situation: after completing a simulation using the

strategy for data transfer, it was determined that
Program L incurred $8.05 in direct costs and 9o.645ß in costs
due loss of quality in its results, prograrn 2 incurred 94.90
in direct costs and $O.4OOß in costs due to l_oss of quality,
and Prograrn 3 incurred $5.50 in direct costs and go.33oß in
costs due to loss of quality in the resul-ts. The total cost
which this strategy incurred for this simulation was g.05 +
4.90 + 5.50 + (O.645ß + 0.400ß + 0.33oß) /3 or $1_8.4s +
MAXSTEP

$0. 48sß.

Comparisons were made using two sets of initial

and

boundary condj-tions for the experiment. Two sets were the

to determine any dependence a strategy
has on experimental conditions. The first set of conditions
represented the experiment running under stabl-e operating
conditions; the second condition represented unstable
operating conditions.
minimum number required

In each of the two comparisons, a simulation was repeated
four times, each tj-me a different strategy was used. Once the
four sirnul-ations htere complete, the total costs calculated for
each strategy were compared and the strategy with the lowest
cost v¡as declared the best. Note that since these costs v¡ere
represented as linear functions of ß, some strategies were
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declared the best for certain val-ues of
for other values.

í3,

but not the best

4.2 First Çonparison: Stable Conditions
For this comparison, the initiar

and boundary conditions

for the simulation reflected. the experiment operating under
stable conditions. prior to performing the'comparison, it was
expected that the MAXSTEP strategy would be the best strategy
for small values of ß (see sub-section 3.4.2), the MTNSTEP
strategy would be the best strategy for large values of ß, the
MEANSTEP strategy would lie somewhere in between the MAxsrEp
and MTNSTEP strategies (see section 3.4), and the NLp strategy
would arways be close to the best strategy for all values of
ß (see Section 3.5).
Tabre 4.l- lists the values of the vari-ous parameters used
by

the

MEANSTEP

and NLP strategies that were determined prior

to commencing the comparison:
TÃBLE

4.1: Values of Parameters Deternined prior
First comparison

PROGRAM
L
2
3

v/i

ki

0.333
0.333
0.333

o
0
0
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ai

333
333
333

2.7
2a

0.51

To

oi

-0.968
-0.958
-o.929

Note that:

is the weight assigned to progiram i to represent
its contribution to the simulation results. It is
used by the MEANSTEP Strategy.
k, represents the contribution made by program i to
the quality of the integrated results produced by a
simulation. It is used by the NLp Strategy.
ai and di are coeffici-ents used by the direct cost
function for the NLP Strategy. The calculations
for these coefficients are shown in Appendix A.
w;

The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 4.1,.

Note that for line representing the total cost incurred by
each strategy, the y-intercept is the direct cost and the
slope is the Mean Average Percentaqe Error.
The first

thing to be noted about the results is that
there are different strategies which yield the best result,
depending on the value of ß. As was expected, the MAXSTEP
strategy was better than MINSTEP for low values of ß, and the
MïNSTEP strategy was close to overtaking MAXSTEp as ß became
large. The MEANSTEP strategy behaved better than expected: it
yielded a total cost which was better than either MTNSTEP or
the MAXSTEP for most of the domain of the graph
(i.e., 5
strategy would always yield the best total_ costr. hov/ever, it
v/as expect that the NLP strategy would produce a total- cost
that was close to the best strategy for that value of ß. It
seems to do accomplish this for the range of ß chosen, i.e.,
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0<ß<

50.

Clear1y, for this set of initial

and boundary conditions,

the MEANSTEP Strategy or the NLP Strategy provided a strategy
which is close to the best for all values of ß.

To test the hypothesis that the ki,s might be better
chosen, a sensitivity analysis was performed on the k,/s using
the second set of initial- and boundary conditions prior to
doing the second comparison. The combination which yielded
the best total cost was then used in the second comparison.
To begin the sensitivity

analysis, rangies for the kirs
were determined using best judgrment. The ranges used in this
analysis are shown in Tab1e 4.22
TA,BtE

4.2¿ Ranges of 4/s Used In The Sensitivity
Ànalysis

for k,
o. l_5 0. 95
0.1_0 0.90
0.05 0.60

Range

PROGRÄM
l_

2
3

Using a simplex method for mixture sensitivities
the mixtures of k¡/s shown in Table 4.3 were determinea ai[15],
tne
test points for the sensitivity analysis.
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TABLE

4.3: Test Points For Tbe Sensitivity Analysis

Test Point
S1

s2
S3
S4
S5

kr

k2

0. 85

0.30

0. l_5
0. 15

0.33

The results of the sensitivity

0.10

0. 10

0.25
0.80
o.33

k3

0. 05
0. 60
o. 60
0. 05

0.33

analysis shown in Figure

4.2.
The narrow band in Figure 4.2 tends to indicate that the

cost for the NLP strategy is insensitive to the mixture of
ki's. As a results, 55 was chosen as the values of k,/s used
in the second. comparison.

4.4 Second Conparison: Unstable Conditions
For thi-s comparison, the initial

and boundary conditions

for the simulation reflected the experiment operating under
unstable condj-tions. The strategies were expected to behave
in a simj-Iar manner to the way they did in the first
comparison. However, the costs for the strategries were
expected to increase because the simulatj-on was operating
under unstable conditions and, therefore, more data transfers
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were expected.

Table 4.4 l-ists the values of parameters used by the MEANSTEP
and NLP strategies, determined prior to commencing the
comparison:

TABIJE

4.4? Values of parameters Determined prior
Second Comparison

PROGRAM

1
2
3

I,üi

o
0
0

333
333
333

ki

ai

0.333
0.333
0.333

23

3.1
0.50

To

Q,i

-0.896
-o.920

-o .937

Note that the calculations for the a, and the a, are shown

in Appendix A, the wt s/ere simply made to represent each
program contributing equally to the simulation, and the k, were
determined in Section 4.3.
The result,s of this comparison are shown in Figure 4.3.

The behaviour of the three heuristics, in this
comparison, are as expected: the MAXSTEP strategy is better
than MINSTEP for smaller values of ß, the MINSTEP is better
than the MÄXSTEP for larger values of ß, and the MEANSTEP
yields a cost that lies in between the two other heuristic for
the range of ß (0 < ß < 50). The NLP strategy did not perform
as expected. There are few reasons that could explain why
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this was the NLP strategy behaved unexpected.ly in this
comparison. First, it was assumed that the k,rs were constant.
This assumption may have to be relaxed. Second, the Le,rs were
assumed to be quadratic.
This assumption was based on
knowledge about the behaviour of the numericar methods used by
the programs [McDonald 199of, but may have to be re-evaluated
in future research. Third, the MAPE rnethod, used. to measure
the loss of quality in a program/ s resul_ts, ilây not be
suitable for this particular application.
rt rras chosen
because it was an easy method to apply to the problem. Due to
time constraints, there vras no evaluation of other methods
that coul-d be used on the problem. Future research shourd
address evaluating different methods.
Clearly, for this set of initial and boundary conditions,
the MEANSTEP strategy shourd be used as i-t provides near-tothe-lowest cost for the defi-ned values of ß.

4.5

Sunmarv

of Results

In this chapter, the four strategies devel_oped in Chapter
3 were quantitatively compared using the method described in
Section 4.L. Two comparison were performed, representative of
different operati-ng conditions, and a sensitivity analysis was
done on the ki's. The strategies performed as expected except
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in the second comparison where the NLp strategy behaved
unexpectedly. Reasons for this unexpected behaviour could be
attributed to the assumptions made in formulating the nonlinear program and were discussed in detail- in Section 4.4.
To conclude this chapter, ít should be stressed that the

objectives of the comparisons were met: they demonstrated that
a system which is representative of a project team executing
a project can be used to evaluate and compare different
strategies, and they showed that no single strategy is the
best in the studied situations.
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Figure 4.1
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Flgure 4.2
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l'igure 4.3¿ comparison of strategies using unstable operating
Conditions.
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CF{APTER.5
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTED FUTURE
RESEARCH

5.1

CONCTJUSTONS

With today,s corporate trend toward g1oba1 competition
and Multi-Organízational Enterprises [Kel1y 1-gg2] | holding
project meetings may involve gathering members from al-r around
the world. These rneetings can, therefore, consume a large
portion of a project's budget. Literature reviewed in the
area of project management suggested that little research had
been done on developing generalized strategies for scheduling
project meetj-ngs [Meredith 1985,. Frame ]-9971. The literature
did analyze this problem ín a qualitative manner, to some
extent, but any quantitative discussion was restricted only to
specific examples.
To shed more light, on the problem, a systern analogous to
a project team executing a project was suggested. This system

lras an integrated simulation package which used distributive

problem solving techniques to model a large scientific
experiment. The analogy is that programs in this package
represent members of a project team and that transferring data
synchronously represents having a meeting.
Literature
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revies/ed in the areas of distributive

problem solving and

processing provid.ed more discussion on
distributive
quantitative methods to schedul-e data transfers but the
discussíon v¡as in the context of specific examples and not on
any generalized strategies ISmith 1983; Durfee ]_9ggl.
with the research, four simple strategies were
developed and tested on this analogous system. These
developed strategies r{ere generaÌ enough that they could be
used on systems that have characteristics similar to those
described Example 1.i- and Example L.Z.
Three of the
strategies used heuristics to provide a solution to the
problem; the fourth used non-linear programming technigues.
The results obtained from this study suggest that more
research should be devoted to the problem of scheduling
synchronous data transfers and to scheduling project meetings.
To proceed

fn the context of the integrated simulation package,
three specific observations were made.
was demonstrated that
generalized
.It
quantitative strategies coul-d be devel-oped for this
system and that these strategies could be compared

in a quantitative manner to determine which one
provides the best solution for a given problem.
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Depending on how important the qualíty of the

results of the simulation were, a strategy could be
the best in some instances and not the best in
others. In one comparison, when the j-mportance of
the quality of results (measured in terms of cost)
$ras low, one strategy was the best; when the
inportance of quality r¡as high, another strategy
was the best (see Section 4.4). This indicates, in
the context of this study, that there v/as no single
strategy that was always the best, impJ_ying that
more research should be done on developing
generalized strategies for synchronous data
transfers.
the three heuristics, it was
realj-zed that a more dynamic strategy may provide a
more robust to the number of applications on which
it could be used and, therefore, it would be more
preferable. A fourth strategy was introduced which
used a more rig'orous approach to solve the problem.
It was not expected that this sol-utj_on would be the
best for all cases; however, it was expected that
to always provide a near-to-the-best solution, thus
providing a robust strategy to solve a given
problem. The results of the two comparisons
suggest that this strategy does fu1fil
its
When developing
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objective for certain cases, but not for all cases.
One reason for this may lie in some of the
assumptions (discussed in Section 3.5) that were
used to formulate the non-linear program. These
assumptj-ons may have to be relaxed in order to
provide a more robust strategy. Another reason may
be how the LQi functions are derived. Future
research on this strategy should include other
methods for deriving these functions.
In the context of scheduling project meetings,
from the research done on the integrated sirnulation
package, the following observations are stated:
the frequency at which project meetíngs are
schedul-ed may impact on the overall performance of
the project.
A strategy for scheduling project meetings

rnay

work well in certain circumstances, but may not
work well i-n others.

More research should be done to develop
generalized strategies for scheduling proj ect
meetings, as it may provide ways to improve proj ect
performance.
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5.2

SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH
- -----

one topic which should provide interesting future
research woul-d be investigating, in greater detail-, the
relationship of an individual-rs quality of performance to that
- the entire project. rn this study, âD initiar attempt was
of
made to represent this for the integrated simulation package
in the Non-Linear Programming (NLp) strategy using Equation
3.3. Further studies j-nto how an individual's performance
affects the perforrnance of others and, ultimately, the
perf ormance of the entire pro j ect may provi-de manag'ers with
useful information for scheduling meetings.
The second topic would be expanding on the NLp strategy

to make it a more robust model-. rn addition to relaxing some
or all of the assumptions made in the formulation suggested in
chapter 3, further research should inctude looking at
formulations requiring more constraints and the feasibility of
solving large non-linear programs for this type of problen.
For the comparisons done in this paper, which had only one
constraint on the time between data transfers (r), the NLp
strategy did not behave as expected in one comparison (see
Section 4.4) .
However, if a problem requiring more
constraints was used, the NLP strategy may perform better
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since it can cope with additional- constraints which the other
strategies can not.
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AFPÐNÐãX A
CALCULATIONT OF THE COEFFICIENTS
FOR THE DIRECT COST FUNCTIONS
Reca1l Equation 3.2
oC, (t)

= airoi
where âi, T )0 ¡ d¡30

(3.2)

which represents the direct cost incurred by each program for
transferríng data r time units away from the current transfer.
The coefficients,

a, and o,, are assumed to be fixed and have

been assigned values prior to commencing the simulation.

The method described belov¡ v/as implemented in both
comparisons (see section 4.2 and section 4.4) to determine the
values of the âi's and oirs for each programrs direct cost
function. To deterrnine these values, seven simulations were
performed, each using a different fixed value for r to
schedule .data transfers.
For example, one simulation
scheduled data transfers every 0.1- simuration-seconds (simsec) apart, thus for the I2O second simulation, there v/ere
1-2oo data transfers. I.lhen each simulation was complete, the
CPU costs were determined for each program by taking the
length of time needed to complete its portion of the
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simulation and rnultiplying that number by a cost factor
supplied by the whiteshell Laboratories computer centre
[McDonald 1990]. The cPU cost was then assumed to represent
the direct costs incurred by that program.
all simulations were performed and. there was a CpU
cost corresponding to each of the seven different values of r,
a non-linear least squares numerical method (press l_989, pp
521-528; Box 1969, pp 20-24) was used to determine the a,rs and
ûits for each program.
Once

Table

l- shows the CPU costs (in dollars) for each
program and each value of r using the initial and boundary
conditions supplied in the first comparison.

TABLE
T

A.

4.1:

CPU Costs Àttained Using The Initial
Ànd
Boundary Conditions of The First Comparison

0.L

o.2

PROGRAM ].
24.7 6 L2 .55
PROGRAM 2 195. 05 98.61
PROGRAM 3
4.34 2.24

0.5

t-.

5.07

40 .39

0.95

o

2.66
22.38
0.50

2.O
l_

49

1_3

1_8

0 3t_

5.0

t_0. 0

0.90
8.43

7

0.

0. 15

l_8

0.80
.86

After performing the reqression analysis, the fotlowing
values were obtained for the coefficients (expressed as a 952
confidence interval):
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PROGRAM

l_:

PROGRAM
PROGRAM

3:

a1

2.7

+ 0.6

dr

-0.968 t 0.002

a2

2L

ts

d.2

-0.

a3

0. 5l_

t 0.14

Q,3

t 0.002
-0.929 + 0.002
958

Table A.2 shows the CPU costs (in dollars)

for each

proqram and each value of r for Comparison B.

4.2: CPU Cost,s Attained Using The Initial And
Boundary Conditions of The Second Comparison

TABLE

0.5

o.2

0. l_

T

PROGRÄM 1
24.78 1,2 .51PROGRJ\M 2 L92.91, 98.05
PROGRAM 3
4.32 2 .1,8

1.0

5.37
40.80

3

12

23

1_4

0. 93

0

50

2.O

2.30
16.61
0.30

5.0

10.

0

.05
.29
0. 18

1-.7

9.

I

2

1-2

6t_

o.L4

After performing the regression anaJ-ysis, the following
values r^/ere obtained for the coefficients (expressed as a 9sZ
confidence interval):
PROGRÀM

a1

PROGRÃM

).

a2

PROGRÄM

a.

a3

+

2.2

Q,I

22 +

1l_

a2

0. 14

d.3

3.1

0.50 t

-0.896 + 0. 002
-0.920 t 0.002
-o.937 t 0.002

These results ï/ere used by the Non-linear Programming

Strategy to determine the objective function in the both
cornparisons.
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